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Gravestones Restoration
with Betty and Carlo Mencucci

Wednesday, July 11th 5:30
As genealogists, we know a super source of information
can be found on gravestones. But how do we treat the
stones? What materials are the stones made of? What
products can be used safely on the stones so that we
leave them in a condition for posterity and do not do
harm to the material itself?
Both Betty and Carlo Mencucci are experts in restoring gravestones, and know
the tips and tricks to cleaning, and then reading older stones. This is a no miss
program that you have been asking for for ages. This will fill your knowledge
gaps on how to care for and deal with elderly stones.

We have to celebrate and honor
our past. Our past is the
foundation for everything that
comes after it. Without our past,
our present has no meaning, and
our future is worthless.
~ Scott Hamilton, Olympic medalist, Skating

Upcoming
Genealogy programs…

NEHGS Trip

August 8: Review of sources such as

I have tentatively made arrangements for a bus trip to
Boston for this date – based on participation. I have about
half the bus full as of this time – I need a few more people
to commit before going forward, so let me know of your
interest. This is a super opportunity to see this archive and
understand expansion outside New England.

newspapers, Google, the Internet
Archive, Ellis Island – time permitting.
September 12: Barbara Carroll will
show how to search for ANY
nationality and win!
October 10: TBA
November 14: “Genealogy
Workshop: Separating fact from
fiction and how the RI State Archives
can help” with State Archivists
Ashley Selima and Richard Hite.

Thanks… the helpful folks for a fine tour at the
Secretary of State’s Archive: Ashley, Tracey, and Ken!!!!

Wednesday, August 29th

Off the Grid

by Shelley K. Bishop
This is a fascinating article found in the current issue of
Family Tree Magazine. Bishop outlines 38 different sources
of family history that you must access in person. Some are
pretty obvious such as scrapbooks, letters, photos, family
bibles, and military memorabilia. Others may be less
familiar unless you are deep into your various families such
as funeral home records, asylum records, coroner reports,
deeds, divorce records, and tax records. You might also like
to try the Bureau of Land Management @

glorecords.blm.gov/
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Collage of Gravestones
Gravestones
Since we are speaking about gravestones this month, I thought some of the more descriptive, unique, or inventive
messages or epitaphs might be good a tie-in, as well as unusual gravestones. Always good to have a sense of humor.

 Merv Griffin:
“I will not be right back after this message”

 that’s it!
No dates, no
nothin’ – just
his instructions

“in”

I
would
say that this
one
pretty much
speaks for
itself…
Can you even
imagine
how much this
car cost to make
in stone?



Pretty Amazing!!!



BOOKS on…
Adult Summer
Reading @
Mohr Library
The nationwide theme this year for Adult
Summer Reading programs is ”Libraries
Rock.” There are lots of programs – some
thing for everyone, but I thought genealogy
folks would like the following:

History Series

“a potpourri

of fascinating topics”

Monday 6 - 8, July 9th – Italy during
World War II with Professor Beth Shinn
Monday 6 - 8, July 16th – Rhode Island
as it was during the Industrial Revolution
with Professor Beth Shinn
Wednesday, 2 - 3 July 18th -Historical Memory of Misdirections!
with Librarian Grayce Moorehead
A fun program of defunct RI business
and places – and they “used to be.”

How to Archive Family Keepsakes:
learn how to preserve family
photos, memorabilia & genealogy
records by Denise May Levenick
The Family Tree Guide to DNA
Testing and Genetic Genealogy
by Blaine T. Bettinger

Inventing Irish America: generation, class,
and ethnic identity in a New England City,
1880 – 1928 by Timothy J. Meagher


Organize your genealogy: strategies and
solutions for every researcher
by Drew Smith

Genealogy is
all about
chasing your
own tale…
~ unknown

Monday 6 - 8, July 23rd –
Building a Cathedral: Notre Dame
with Professor Beth Shinn
Monday 6 - 8, July 30th – The Making
of America: the Revolutionary War with
Vincent A. Dimonte, Esq.
Tuesday 6-8, August 7th -The History of Outhouses
with Ray Wolf, local historian

 

Master books, but do not let
them master you. Read to live,
Not live to read…
~ Edward Bulwer-Lytton

“We inherit from our ancestors gifts so often taken for
granted. Each of us contains within us this inheritance of
soul. We are links between the ages, containing past and
present expectations, sacred memories and future promise.”

~ Edward Sellner

From the Magazines – BSO
BSO stands for Bright Shiny Objects and in regard to genealogy it
means those unanticipated finds – when you are on a research trail
and you find something totally unexpected. Drew Smith, author of
Organize Your Genealogy (we own this book) suggests you make a
note or bookmark but hold off following that tangent! Dr. Joshua
Taylor suggests you keep a special log book titled – as he does,
“Other People” so you can come back to it at another time, and for
the meantime, stay focused!
July/August 2018 – Family Tree Mag., J. Adams, p. 41-46
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